
In-House Outsource

High Costs &
Investment

Business Hours
Coverage

Navigating the Skills
Gap & Rentention

Delayed Time -To-
Value 

Inflexible & Expensive
Scalability

Adhere to Compliance
Standards

Cost Efficient &
Demonstrated ROI

24/7/365 Detection
& Response

Available Certified
Experts

Rapid Time -To-
Value

Flexible & Scaled to
your Needs

Certified to Compliance
Standards

Build vs Buy
We understand that developing a security operations
strategy can be overwhelming. You want to make sure
your business is protected, but you also want to make an
informed decision that won't break the bank. 

Our team is here to help you navigate through the pros
and cons of building in-house versus outsourcing. 

We're dedicated to ensuring you make the best choice for
your business, so you can have peace of mind and focus
on what matters most.
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IN-HOUSE SOC EXPENSES

Endpoint Protection Platform £60,000

Network Security £82,000

Cloud SIEM and Log Ingestion £100,000

PERSONNEL EXPENSES

Information Security FTE for 24/7/365
Monitoring

£1,135,000

OPERATIONAL EXPENSES

Product Implementation and Maintenance £81,000

ESTIMATED IN-HOUSE COSTS £1,673,000

ESTIMATED SAVING WITH SCC 90% SAVING

Build vs Buy
We've got the numbers to help you out! Here's a high-

level breakdown of costs for 1,000 Users.

We're all about making every second, pound and
penny count for you. That's why we want to remind
you to take a moment to think about the time to
realise value before you make any decisions - it's a
game-changer.
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Value Realised -
12 Months+

Value Realised -
3-6 Months
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Build vs Buy
Let's explore a few questions that are on
everyone's mind.

How will you
demonstrate value and
ROI to your executive
team and board of
directors?

#1

Can your team support
24/7/365 in-house
SOC operations and
deploy the technology
required?

#2

How will you take the
lead in interpreting and
delivering threat
intelligence insights?

#3

Who will design and
build your SOC
processes and support
continuous
improvement?

#4

Ready to take your Security Operations to the next level?
Get in touch with us today to explore the benefits of using
SCC as your SOC Provider.
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